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WHO AM I?
➤

⇡

A Python package for
gamma-ray astronomy

➤

Galactic Plane Survey
H.E.S.S.

Fermi-LAT

CTA

Gamma-ray astronomy
➤

Postdoc at MPIK Heidelberg

➤

Science: Milky Way survey

➤

Telescopes: H.E.S.S., Fermi, CTA

Python
➤

Discovered Python in 2009

➤

Data analysis & modelling

➤

Gammapy & other codes
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MPIK
➤

Max Planck Institut für Kernphysik
https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/

➤

Founded 1958, located on Königstuhl

➤

Astroparticle physics & quantum dynamics
400 people, about half scientists

➤

Max Planck Society — basic research in
Germany (84 institutes, 4 in Heidelberg)

WELCOME
➤

to the Max-Planck Institute for nuclear physics
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ASTRONOMY IN HEIDELBERG

ARI
UNI
Physics &
Astronomy

ITA

MPIK

Haus der Astronomie (HdA)

HITS

➤

Heidelberg is one of the largest
astronomy research centres in Germany

➤

Several research institutes: MPIA, MPIK,
Landessternwarte Königstuhl,
Astronomisches Recheninstitut, Institute
of Theoretical Astrophysics, HITS

➤

Of interest for general public:

LSW
MPIA
HdA

➤

Haus der Astronomie
(and nearby MPIA & LSW)

➤

Planetarium Mannheim

➤

Once a year: Explore Science,
International Science Festival
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“PYTHON IN ASTRONOMY” - DEFINITIONS
➤

python, /ˈpʌɪθ(ə)n/
1. a large heavy-bodied non-venomous snake occurring throughout the Old World tropics,
killing prey by constriction and asphyxiation.
2. a high-level general-purpose programming language.

➤

astronomy, /əˈstrɒnəmi/ — the branch of science which deals with celestial objects, space,
and the physical universe as a whole.

➤

astrophysics, /astrə(ʊ)ˈfɪzɪks/ — the branch of astronomy concerned with the physical
nature of stars and other celestial bodies, and the application of the laws and theories of
physics to the interpretation of astronomical observations.

➤

astrology, /əˈstrɒnəmi/ — the study of the movements and relative positions of celestial
bodies interpreted as having an influence on human aﬀairs and the natural world.
synonyms: horoscopy, stargazing, bullshit;
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y

Plato (astronomer?)
& Aristotle (physicist?)
in "The shool of Athens"

ASTRONOMY & PHYSICS
➤

Same goal: understand physical laws,
objects & processes in the universe

➤

Diﬀerent techniques:

Physicists at LHC/CERN

Astronomer

➤

Physicists experiment

➤

Astronomers observe

➤

(both use theory & simulations)

➤

New physics often visible only in
environments that we can’t create on
Earth (e.g. neutron stars, black holes)

➤

Astronomers observe light and other
“messengers” to study astrophysics
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STAR TREK VII: GENERATIONS (VIDEO CLIP)

Source: https://youtu.be/MUieGh1fHSI (Paramount)
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ASTRONOMY THEN …

Credit: PNAS

➤

Edwin Hubble at the 48’’ Schmidt
Telescope at Palomar observatory (1949)

➤

For centuries optical astronomy
- solar system, stars, galaxies, nebulae
- First eye, then film, then CCDs
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ASTRONOMY NOW …
➤

Astronomy research: coding, data
cleaning, analysis, simulation, modelling,
statistics, reading and writing papers

➤

Also, but less often: building telescopes
and detectors, observing on site, theory

➤

Daily work very similar to what many of
you do, some things are diﬀerent in
science (collaboration, funding, …)

➤

New discoveries are usually made by
collaborations of 100+ astronomers after
10+ years of building new telescopes
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Hubble space telescope (NASA)
1990 - now
Observing (rarely)

ASTRONOMY NOW …
➤

Many ground and space telescopes

➤

Often big and complex projects that
require new technology & algorithms
Typical: 100 million or 1 billion Euros

➤

Multi-wavelength

➤

Multi-messenger

Source: http://spacetelescope.org/

Source: http://sdss.org/

➤

Very large telescope
(VLT, ESO, Chile)
1999 - now

Complex data and analysis.
Today often in Python!
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LIGHT - ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE (FREQUENCY & WAVELENGTH) AND PARTICLE (PHOTON)
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MULTI-WAVELENGTH ASTRONOMY
➤

Night sky and most objects look very diﬀerent in diﬀerent wavebands

➤

Need multi-wavelength observations and spectra to understand astrophysical eﬀects

➤

Example: Andromeda Galaxy (M31) - nearest major Galaxy to the Milky Way

Image credits: Radio:WSRT/R. Braun; Infrared:NASA/Spitzer/K. Gordon; Visible: Robert Gendler; Ultraviolet: NASA/GALEX; X-ray: ESA/XMM/W. Pietsch12

MULTI-WAVELENGTH ASTRONOMY
➤

Earth’s atmosphere transparent to radio
and visible light - ground telescopes

➤

Infrared light, X-rays and gamma-rays are
blocked - space telescopes

➤

Curious exception: very high energy
gamma-rays can only be detected from
the ground. Will explain later.
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MULTI-MESSENGER ASTRONOMY

Credit: IceCube (LINK)

➤

Most astronomy is done with light

➤

But other “messengers” exist:

➤

➤

Cosmic rays (charged particles)

➤

Neutrinos (elementary particle)

➤

Gravitational waves (GW)

Multi-messenger useful or required to
study some extreme objects and physical
eﬀects, such as e.g. strong gravity,
particle physics, dark matter

Credit: sciencenews.org (LINK)
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PYTHON IN ASTRONOMY
➤

Will introduce three telescopes that are
in construction and use Python heavily!

➤

Very quick overview:
science & instrument & data & code

➤

Telescopes:
1. Jame Webb Space Telescope
JWST, infrared, space
2. Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
LSST, optical, Chile
3. Cherenkov Telescope Array
CTA, gamma-rays, Chile & La Palma
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JWST OR “WEBB”
➤

Source: http://spacetelescope.org/

James Webb Space Telescope
Planned launch date: March 30, 2021
Source: http://sdss.org/

➤

JWST is the Hubble Telescope successor
Launched April 24, 1990

➤

Greatly improved resolution & sensitivity
JWST mirror (6.5 m) much larger than
Hubble (2.4 m) - 6x collection area

➤

JWST observes in infrared: cooling, sun
shield, L2 location, complex instruments

➤

Many new observations that were
impossible so far: formation of stars and
planets, first galaxies in the universe
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JWST LAUNCH DATE AND COST
➤

JWST history of cost overruns and delays
Source: JWST Wikipedia page
➤

1998: launch 2007, cost 1 billion $

➤

2008: launch 2014, cost 5 billon $

➤

2018: launch 2021, cost 10 billion $

➤

Generally this is the case for many
research projects: plan & cost estimates
always very optimistic to get funding.

➤

Q: “Why is the JWST taking so long?”
A: Biggest and most complex space
telescope that was ever built (YouTube)

Source: https://xkcd.com/2014
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JWST LAUNCH AND DEPLOYMENT — FINGERS CROSSED! (VIDEO CLIP)

Source: https://youtu.be/v6ihVeEoUdo (Northrop Grumman)
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HUBBLE & JWST DATA & TOOLS
➤

Mostly pixel data: images, cubes, spectra
n-dim arrays - good fit for Numpy!

➤

Approximate data rates:

➤

➤

30 GB / day (Hubble)

➤

300 GB / day (JWST)

Data reduction & analysis software history
for Hubble and JWST interesting:
"How Python slithered into astronomy”
(see next slide and references at the end.)

Example: Hubble deep field (LINK) — a lot of data reduction from raw to science image.
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Python is a “teaching
language”

PYTHON & ASTRONOMY

➤ gap
In 1990 Guido van Rossum created
. . . created to “bridge the
between the shell and C” Python — scientists use Fortran, C, C++

and custom languages for data analysis

“never intended. . . to be➤the
Hubble was launched in 1990 - at that
primary language for
time mainly using IRAF which had it’s
programmers.”

own development and scripting language

➤

1995 Perry Greenfield and others at STScI
start using C, and try to evolve IRAF

Guido Van Rossum The Making of Python

➤

1998: want to use Python, but need a way
to transition — create PyRAF bridge

➤

2000s: use Python more and more
Numpy, Scipy, matplotlib, …
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ASTROPY IS BORN
➤

2010: Python already popular in astronomy

➤

Too popular? — dozens of Python packages
for common tasks: work with sky
coordinates or tables & images

➤

June 9, 2011 on the Python in astronomy
mailing list … Astropy is born!
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ATROPY PROJECT
➤

Core package — tables, images,
coordinates, time, data formats

➤

Mostly Python & Numpy,
quite some C extensions and Cython

➤

Ecosystem of interoperable and
complimentary packages

➤

Project coordinators

➤

Open development on Github

➤

Some professional developers (funded e.g.
at STScI and others), not just astronomers

➤

Active user support: tutorial,
documentation, meetings, …
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Mentions of Software in
MENTIONS
OF
SOFTWARE
IN
ASTRONOMY
PUBLICATIONS
Astronomy Publications:

2019
Python now most popular
language in astronomy.

Compiled from NASA ADS (code).

Thanks to Juan Nunez-Iglesias,
Thomas P. Robitaille, and Chris Beaumont.
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ASTROPY & JWST
➤

JWST software: Python & Numpy &
Astropy & other packages openly
developed - for and with the astronomical
community

➤

Example: image photometry using
Jupyter, Astropy, phoutils, matplotlib
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LSST
➤

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope

➤

8.4 m mirror, 3200 mega-pixel camera
with very large field of view (40x moon)

➤

First light in 2020, cost 500 M$

➤

Make a movie — image the full southern
sky every three nights, for a decade

➤

Every night take 2000 images (15 TB
data), transfer Chile to US, data analysis
generating within 1 minute

➤

10 million alerts per night,
some will trigger other telescopes.
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LSST SOFTWARE - C++ & PYTHON
➤

LSST can be called a “software telescope” - hardware is challenging and expensive, but
software and data processing even more so - at the limit of what’s possible.

➤

They chose C++ & Python (via SWIG) 10+ years ago, yet still very active to investigate
new C++ and Python features or interfacing (pybind11), or Cython, Astropy, …

➤

I think LSST is one of the best software projects in astronomy - some LSST experts have
mixed feelings, e.g. Jim Bosch “Falling out of love with C++” (2018, LINK)

➤

What is good C++? Best practices very diﬀerent in C++ 98, 11, 17, 20.
“I’m really starting to doubt that C++ can be safely and scalably used by big scientific projects.”

➤

“I’m by no means convinced that the Astropy/Cython approach would
have been a better one for us, even if we’d adopted it years ago.
The grass looks pretty brown on both sides of this fence.”
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Large Magellanic Cloud image in gamma rays
Now

CTA expectation

CTA
➤

Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)

➤

Much higher resolution and sensitivity
than current instruments like H.E.S.S.

➤

First ground-based gamma-ray
observatory with open data and tools

➤

Two locations to be able to observe the
whole sky: Chile & La Palma

➤

300 million Euro and 1500 person years

➤

100 telescopes (small, mid, large)

➤

Construction throughout 2020s
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CTA GAMMA-RAY DETECTION
➤

Fermi space telescope area too small to
detect high-energy gamma rays (TeV)

➤

CTA is an array of imaging atmospheric
Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs)

➤

Earth atmosphere is part of the detector
Up to square kilometre detection area

➤

Stereoscopic view of air showers
and event reconstruction

➤

Output is an “event list”: time sky
position and energy for every photon
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examples/display_integrator.py
p examples/display_integrator.py -f {file.gz} -O hessio -t 1 --integrator 4

CTA DATA

uction
Outputs are: Point-of-Origin on
sky and ground+ Energy +
Classification parameters

➤

Very high raw data rate:
~ 30 TB / night and ~ 10 PB / year

➤

Very complex event reconstruction
pipeline — several data levels

Readout

calib + time integration

…

parametrization

de-noising

2nd CTA Pipeline Developer’s Workshop
11th October 2016

J.J. Watson

z

y

Tel 1

9
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Tel 2

x

Sky
Tino Michael (CEA Saclay)

Shower Reco

High-level event data for science analysis
of CTA is small, will only be ~ 1 TB
K. Kosack, PyGamma19
(for years of observations)

➤

Tel 3

Ground

➤
October 11, 2016

3/5

K. Kosack, PyGamma19 21

Maybe all CTA high-level data will fit on
a laptop or even in memory

Source: Karl Kosack
(PyGamma19)
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BUILDING
A AFRAMEWORK
BUILDING
FRAMEWORK
Bottom-Up
approach
Bottom-Up
approach

Python
Python

C/C++
C/C++

startstart
herehere

Top-Down
approach
Top-Down
approach

Python
Python

CTA SOFTWARE

start
start
here
here

➤

Currently a lot of discussion on software
technology stack & design for CTA:
- mainly C++ like LSST?
- mainly Python & Numpy like JWST?
- which libraries are good & stable enough?

➤

I started Gammapy — 98% Python &
Numpy & Astropy, 2% Cython

➤

Overall pretty happy with this approach,
starting to look at Numba

➤

CTA is in the prototyping phase ….
competing ideas, decisions in next years

Numba,
Numba,
Cython
Cython
C/C++
C/C++

current
frameworks
MostMost
current
frameworks
did did
it this
(if they
it this
wayway
(if they
use use
python
at all)
python
at all)

⇡

approach:
start
early
OurOur
approach:
start
early
with
python
high-level
with
python
andand
high-level
APIAPI
13

A Python package for
gamma-ray astronomy

13
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THE REPLICATION CRISIS IN SCIENCE

“An article about computational result is
advertising, not scholarship. The actual
scholarship is the full software environment,
code and data, that produced the result.”
— Buckheit and Donoho (1995)
Image source: Jake Vanderplas (PyCon 2017)
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OPEN TOOLS AND SERVICES HELP SCIENCE

Cartoon by https://twitter.com/JulietteTaka (Tweet)
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150 runs. IACTs are ground-based, pointing instruments and their
151 response varies with the observing conditions (atmospheric
c ESO 2019
Astronomy & Astrophysics manuscript no. output
152
transmission,
zenith
angle,
night
sky
background
level,
posiFebruary 15, 2019
153 tion of the source in the FoV) therefore their data come with
154 per-run IRFs. The Fermi-LAT telescope, orbiting around the
ents for 155 Earth at ⇠ 600 km, is generally operating in survey mode and
open and reproducible multi-instrument analysis
gamma 156Towards
has a stable set
of IRFs shipped
with the science tools. We
in gamma-ray
astronomy
air pro- 157 use the Fermi-LAT science tools and gammapy to make these
C. Nigro1? , C. Deil2 , R. Zanin2 , T. Hassan1 , J. King3 , J.E. Ruiz4 , L. Saha5 , R. Terrier6 , K. Brügge7 , M. Nöthe7 ,
, either 158
10 , C. Boisson11 , J.L. Contreras5 , A. Donath2 , L. Jouvin10 , N. Kelley-Hoskins1 ,
R. Bird8 , T.
T. Likelihood
Y. Lin9 , J. Aleksić
analysis
datasets
spec-compliant.
This
work
constitutes
the
first
joint
6
12
10
6
B. Khelifi , K. Kosack , J. Rico , and A. Sinha
direct 159 release of datasets
from di↵erent instruments in VHE astron(Affiliations can be found after the references)
ndirect 160 omy.
February 15, 2019
harged 161 An interactive notebook illustrating the content of the datasets,
ABSTRACT
ion, or 162 1_data.ipynb, is available
online
material.
The
The analysis and combination of data from di↵erent gamma-ray instruments involvesin
the usethe
of collaboration
proprietary
software and case-bymethods. The e↵ort of defining a common data format for high-level data, namely event lists and instrument response functions (IRFs),
he irre-case
163 started
datasets
aregamma-ray
presented
follows
order
of Inincreasing
has recently
for very-high-energy
instruments, in
drivenwhat
by the upcoming
Cherenkov in
Telescope
Array (CTA).
this work we
this prototypical data format for a small set of MAGIC, VERITAS, FACT, and H.E.S.S. Crab nebula observations, and we analyzed
be clas-implemented
them164
with the open-source
gammapy software
package. By
combining data from
Fermi-LAT,
and from
four of the currently operating imaging
instrument
energy
threshold
(see
Table
1).

MY FIRST REPRODUCIBLE PAPER
➤

We defined an open common format for
high-level gamma-ray astronomy data

➤

Exported some Crab Nebula observation
data from five telescopes — this is a test
and showcase, not a science paper

➤ Joint likelihood fit of a gamma-ray spectral
Cherenkov telescopes, we produced a joint maximum likelihood fit of the Crab nebula spectrum. Aspects of the statistical errors and
amma-atmospheric
the evaluation of systematic uncertainty are also commented upon, along with the release format of spectral measurements. The results presented
sed” inin this work are obtained using open-access on-line assets that allow for a long-term reproducibility of the results.
model to all data — increased sensitivity!
Key words. Methods: data analysis, Gamma rays: general
Table 1. Crab nebula datasets used in this work. T obs stands for obserhargevation time, Emin and Emax identify
the
energy
range
of
the
analysis,
for the1. Introduction
as spectra, light-curves and sky-maps. However, as a branch
➤ Accepted for publication in Astronomy &
of astroparticle
physics, very-high-energy
(VHE,
E>100 GeV)
N newand
Nbkg the
number of total
and background
events,
respectively,
opening of on
astronomical
windows at di↵erent
picallyThe
gamma-ray astronomy inherited its methodologies and stanwavelengths inestimated
the last decades
has
made
evident
that
in
the
circular
signal
region
with
a
radius
R
.
dards
from particle
physics,
where the
ROOT
framework
on
Astrophysics
- journals
are changing too.
A&A proofs:
manuscript no. output
astrophysical puzzles could be solved only by comeventsmany
and its associated file format is commonly used. Despite the
bining images obtained by di↵erent facilities. In the late
common container format neither the internal data strucamma1970s a common format was developed to facilitate the imture nor the software is shared among the di↵erent experiage interchange between
observatories,
hence overcoming
inDataset
T
E
Non isspectral
Nbkgbymodel:
Ron
> Fitted
spectra
obs for log-parabolic
min VHE E
maxassumed
ments.
gamma-ray
astronomy
conducted
groundmatedcompatibilities between the numerous operating systems. The
based telescopes, with the Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format was standardTeV
TeVamong the most successful
deg
⇣ ones
⌘ (de Nautelescopes (IACTs)
are theized in 1980 (Wells et al. 1981), recommended as a stan✓ Data
◆from fourlogof10the ofEE the currently
rois & Mazin 2015).
dard format by the
International Astronomical Union
0 Major AtFermi-LAT
⇠7(IAU)
yr 0.03
2E used578
0.30
d
operating
IACTs were
in this project: 1.2
the
he per-in 1982 and formally endorsed since 1988. In the mid-1990s
= Gamma
.
mospheric
Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes (MAGIC,
0
the NASA high energy
astrophysics
science
archive
research
MAGIC
0.66 h 0.08
30
784
0.14
dE
E
Aleksić
et al. 2016),
the Very
Energetic129.9
Radiation Imaging
0
quan-center (HEASARC) FITS Working Group, also known as the
Telescope Array System (VERITAS, Holder et al. 2006), the
OGIP (Office of Guest
Investigator Programs) FITS
Working
VERITAS
0.67
h 0.16
30 Telescope
289 (FACT,13.7
First G-APD Cherenkov
Anderhub et 0.10
al.
med inGroup, promoted multi-mission standards for the format of
2013) and the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.,
FITS data files inFACT
high-energy astrophysics
and
producedha
10.33
0.45
30Collaboration
6912004). 272.8
0.17
Cosimo
Nigro
/ 23 is deHinton & the HESS
Each of14them
number of documents and recommendations that were subsescribed in section 2.
quently incorporated
into the FITS Standard format
definition.
H.E.S.S.
1.87
h 0.71
30
459
27.5
0.11
A new era in the VHE gamma-ray astronomy is expected
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Since its conception, the FITS format has been been updated
to
start
with
the
future
Cherenkov
Telescope
Array
(CTA,
n arearegularly to address new types of metadata conventions, the
Acharya et al. 2013), the next generation IACT instrument,
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2

ublishing reproducible papers

MY FIRST REPRODUCIBLE PAPER
https://zenodo.org/record/2381863

➤

All data & code open and archived:
github.com/open-gamma-ray-astro/joint-crab
zenodo.org/record/2381863

➤

Reproducible execution environment via
conda (with versions pinned):
$ conda env create -f environment.yml
$ source activate joint-crab

➤

Docker image to increase chances of
reproducibility in the future

➤

Python to reproduce all results and plots:
$ make.py all

➤

Jupyter notebooks and Binder to explore
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WHY IS PYTHON SUCH AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN ASTRONOMY?
Python Enters Science:

“For
day-to-day
scientific
data
exploration,
“Python is a language that is very powerful for
“Python is a language that is very powerful for
speed of development is primary, and speed
developers, but is also accessible to Astronomers.
developers,
but
is
also
accessible
to
Astronomers.
execution is often secondary.”
Getting those two classes of people using theofsame
Getting
those
two classes
of people
using
the same
tools,
I think,
provides
a huge
benefit
that’s not always
“Python
has
built-in
libraries
for
nearly
everything
…
or mentioned.”
tools,noticed
I think, provides
a huge benefit that’s not
and
there
are
third-party
libraries
for
everything
else.
Perry
Greenfield
always noticed or mentioned.”
Space Telescope
Python is the glue to combine the scientific codes”
Science Institute
Python’s Scientific Stack
PyAstro 2015

$ whoami
jakevdp
Bokeh

Python in Astronomy 2015

Perry Greenfield (STScI)
PyAstro 2015

Jake VanderPlas
PyCon 2017

Python is Glue.
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SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
➤

Modern astronomy research is data driven - complex hardware & software!
Open source & Python & PyData & Astropy is the foundation!

➤

Long history of open data and tools in astronomy - and still getting better.
You can download data from the best telescopes in the world and analyse with Python!

➤

PyData is moving very fast now: Numba, Dask, PyTorch, Tensorflow, …
Same is true for other languages (C++, Julia, Rust, Go, …).
➤

Very exciting for astronomers - great new and more powerful tools!

➤

But number of options and how fast things change is also a bit scary,
given that timescale for big telescopes and detectors and codes is 10-30 years.
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LEARN MORE? — RESOURCES
➤

A lot of good free resources exist to learn about astronomy & Python

➤

Locally: Haus der Astronomie in Heidelberg, Planetarium in Mannheim,
open days or public seminars at astronomy research institutes in Heidelberg

➤

Astronomy journals for general public - e.g. Sterne & Weltraum

➤

Free online courses, e.g. on Coursera:

➤

➤

https://www.coursera.org/learn/data-driven-astronomy

➤

https://www.coursera.org/learn/astronomy

Hands-on introduction to
astronomy with Python

Tutorials, e.g. https://github.com/astropy/astropy-workshop
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LEARN MORE? — PRESENTATIONS
➤

I used the following presentations for inspiration and partly for content.

➤

Jake VanderPlas - “The unexpected eﬀectiveness of Python in Science” at PyCon
2017 (slides, YouTube)

➤

Perry Greenfield - “How Python slithered into astronomy” at Scipy 2011 (PDF) and
updated talks from 2015 (YouTube) and 2016 (YouTube)

➤

Thomas Robitaille - “The Astropy Project” at PyGamma 2019 (slides)

➤

Erik Tollerud - “JWST Data Analysis Tools: Open Development of Community
Software” at PyGamma 2019 (slides)

➤

Leo Singer - “Role of Python in Recent Gravitational Wave Astronomy
Breakthroughs” at Scipy 2018 (YouTube)
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LEARN MORE? — PODCASTS
➤

If you like podcasts & Python & science

➤

TalkPython[‘Podcast’] by Michael Kennedy (https://talkpython.fm):

➤

➤

#29 - “Python at the LHC and CERN” - Kyle Cranmer

➤

#81 - “Python and ML in Astronomy” - Jake VanderPlas

Podcast.__init__ by Tobias Macey (https://www.pythonpodcast.com):
➤

#32 - “Astropy” - Erik Tollerud

➤

#34 - “Sunpy” - Stuart Mumford

➤

#106 - “yt-project” - Nathan Goldbaum and John Zuhone

➤

#140 - “Data Science For Academic Research” - Jake Vanderplas
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Image: H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey

THANK YOU!
➤

Thank you Jan, Marius, Alexander,
Prabhant, Pawneet for organising!

➤

Contact: Deil.Christoph@gmail.com

➤

Slides: https://christophdeil.com
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